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Before Sir WiUiam Fhillips, Kt., Officiating Chief Justice 
and Mr. Jusiice Srinivasa Aijyangar,

EAJAGOPALA N A ID U  (P l a in Jiff) ;  A pp ellan t  in  1927,

BOTH Appeals, October 31

V.

SU B’BAMMAL and anotr er (D ependants)̂  
Respondents in both .*

Civil Procedure Code_, sec. 98 .— Appeal heard hy tioo judges of 
High Court— Judges agreeing on certain matters and 
differing as to rest— Form of decree in ajopeal.

On the hearing of an appeal from the mufassalj t’wo judges 
of the High Court composing the bench agreed (a) to yary the 
lower Conrt’s decree as regards certain items argued in the appeal, 
and (6) to confirm the lower Courtis decree as regards some 
other items but (c) differed as to the rest.

Reld^ that the decree to he passed on the appeal under 
section 98̂ , Civil Procedure Code, should not be one confirming, 
as a wholej the lower Court’s decree but must he one, in part, 
in accordance with the agreement of the two judges as to the 
items agreed upon, and in other respects confirming the decree 
of the lower Court Appeal No. 223 of 1920 (unreported), 
followed. Punjab Ahhbarat ^  Press Co., Ztd. y. 0. M. G. 
Ogilvie, (1926) 7 Lah., 179, dissented from.

A ppeals against the decrees in Original Suits Nos. 62 
of 1918 and 38 of 1920 on the file of the Subordinate 
Jadge’s Court of Mayavaram.

The plaintiff in this case charged the first defendant 
who was the trustee of his estate under a deed of trust executed 
by the plaintiff’s deceased father, with various acts of mis
management of the trust estate and claimed to recover from the 
first and other defendants some immovable properties alleged to 
belong to him and also damages. The first defendant denied 
the mismanagement and prayed for the dismissal of the suit.

^ Appeals Kos. 339 and 459 of 192.?.



The Court of l^irst Instance allowed in part some ol: the oliargea 
V. and disallowed tlie rest. The jilaantiff filed tiiia appeal and the 

SuBB̂M.MAT.. defendant filed a niernorandnm of objections. In the 
appeal, several items of charge were argued and the two learned 
judges (Pnirj,ips, Officiating Cliief Jiistice and SnraiVASA 
AyyaisigARj J.) agreed with tlie finding of the trial Court as to 
some and agreed to mofTjfy the anjonnt of damages payable by 
tlie first defendant as regards all other charges but one. The one 
charge in which they differed related to the qnestiou whether 
the first defendant was in the circunistanoes of the case justified 
in filing and conducting Original Suit No. 139 of 1910 on 
behalf of the plaiutiff wibh a view to recover some immovable 
properties alleged to belong to the plaintiff. That suit was 
dismissed as well as the appeal and second appeal tJierefrom. 
The trial Court held that the costs incurred by the first defend
ant in connexion with that litigation were properly debited 
against the estate. In the appeal  ̂SfiraivASA Ayyangae, 3., agreed 
with the lower Court, following 8'uhramania Jyor Y. Suhha 
J^aiclit(l) and Tw nefY. Ha.ncock[‘̂ ), he held that a trustee 
was entitled to be reimbursed the moneys which he spends oti 
litigation which he hona. fide believes to be in the interests of 
the cesliii que tm d, ])rovided he lias not been guilty of
serious laches or misconduct . . . even tliough such
expenses might have been avoided if tlie trustee had exercised 
due care and attention.”  Phillips^ Officiating Chief Justice  ̂
lield t h a t t h e  first defendant was not justified as trustee in 
bringing this suit and when, the suit was dismissed he was still 
less justified in preferring an appeal and a second appeal and 
that he was not actnig hona fide in tlie interests of the cestui q̂ ue

His Lordship therefore disallowed the first defendant
the costs of th.at suit which had been charged by him against 
the estate. Owing to this difference of opinion, the appeals 
were posted for hearing as to the form of the decree that 
should be passed in the case :—

T. V. Miitlmlcrislina, Ayya.r (witli K. Nardsimlui A:ijya.nga,r), 
for respondent.— If the two judges composing the Bench differ 
even on some points, the result rmder section 98 (2)_, Civil 
Procedure Code, is to confi.rm the lower Coiirt^s decree j for there 
is no concurrence of the two judges to vary or reverse tlie decree 
of the lower Court within the meaning of clause (2); which
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means varying or reversing the decree as a wJiole ; a.iid there is B.Aĵ fiopAi,A
also no single opinion of the two jaclges on the whole appeal
within the meaning of clause (1). Subbammal.

[P hillips  ̂ Offg. O.J.— W hy not the decree be partly in 
accordance with the opinion in which we both agree as to certain 
iteniSj and the rest being confirmatory of the lower Courtis 
decree ?]—-

The appeal cannot be taken as sever;il appeals, one in 
regard to one item. If there is no agreement between tlie two 
judges on any of the points argned in the appeal  ̂ the rule 
provided by the second clause must be tlie governing rule; i.e., 
confirmation of the lower Courtis decree must be the rule and 
its modificatioji or reversal must be the exception; Mana- 
vikraman Thimmalpcul v. The GoUector of the NilgirisiJ)
Punjab Aklibvrat and Press Co., Ltd. v. O.M-Q-. Ogilvie{2). The 
Calcutta case of Krlslten Boyal v. Irsliad is not
approved of in the above Madras case.

[V. K. Srinivasa A.yya-ngar (with G. S. Venkata.cha.ri) for 
the appellaiifcj at this stage referred to Appeal No. 223 of 1920 
in support of the above view of .Phillips, Offg, C.J.]

That case does not notice the Madras case.
V. K. Srinivasan Ayyangar for appellant was not called 

upon.

JUDGMIi]NT.
Pi-iHvLiFS, Offg. OJ.— 1 have bad the advajitage of c7’ 

having read the judgru(3nfc about to be pronoimned by 
m j learaed brother, in which I concur and will only 
briefly give my reasons :~~

In this case we are agreed in respect of the major 
portion of the suit claim but have differed in respect of 
one item. It is now contended for the respondents th.at 
under section 98 (2) of the Code of the Civil Procedure 
the decree appealed from must be confirmed. This 
contention is based on th.e language of that section wHcli 
says,
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E a j a g o p a l a  "‘ W here there is no such, majority which concurs in a 
jndgment varying or reversing the decree appealed frouij sncli 

S o e b a m m a l . decree shall be confirmed/^
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PaI1I.IP3, This is a poKsible interpretation of that section and
‘ ' has been adopted by the Lahore High Court in Punjab

Alcliharat and Press Go, v, Ogihie{l). A contrary view
was taken bv myself and V enkatasubba R ag, J., in 
Appeal No. 228 of 1920 (unreported). To accept the 
respondent’s contention would lead to extraordinary
results. I may cite an instance of what might happen. 
The plaintiff files a suit for 10 lakhs iacluuing one 
claim amounting to ]akhs and another to half a lakh. 
On the fachs his suit is dismissed by the trial Court. In 
appeal two judges of this Court agree in finding that 
upon the facts the plaintiff is entitled to a decree for 9-J 
lakhs, but in respect of the remaining half a lakh there 
is a difference of opinion. If respondent’s contention is 
correct, the plaintiff’s suit would have to be dismissed 
and inasmuch as no substantial question of law is 
concerned he would have no right of appeal to the Privy 
Council. He will thus be deprived of a sum of 9 J lakhs 
to which two judges of this Court had decided that he 
was entitled. If therefore, any other interpretation of 
the section is possible, I think it must be adopted in 
preference. If we read section 98 (1), I think that the 
interpretation in Appeal No, 228 of 1920 is clearly the 
right one. Section 98 (1) reads,

Where an appeal is heard by a Bench of two or more 
jiidgeSj the appeal shall he decided in accordance with the 
opinion of such judges or of the majority (if any) o f snch 
judges.̂ ’

Unless the word opinion ” is to be interpreted as 
meaning the opinion of the judges on the whole case 
and is not to mean opinion on each of the questions in

(1) (1&26) 7 Lab., 179.



issue, it cannot be said tliat there is no opinion of such 
judges, wben their opinion is in agreement on all gupBÂuMAL
qnestions but one. I see no reason why we should —

, , P h i l l i p s ,
restrict the meaning of the word “  opinion ” in this offg. o.j , 

manner, for obviously each judge must form an opinion 
on each question in issue, and wli^n the opinions of the 
two judgps coincide on any question, the decree may be 
in accordance with that opinion. In respect of the
larger portion of the claim before us our opinion is
identical and therefore the appeal must be decided 
accordingly. In respect of the remaining matters we 
hold different opinions and then the provisions of section 
98 (2) become applicable. As there-Is no majority in 
respect of the remaining matter the decree must be con
firmed . Where there is a concurrent opinion of both 
the judges, the decree must be in a.ccordance with that 
opinion. In this view the decree of the lower Court will 
have to be varied in accordance with oar joint opinion 
and in other respects confirmed.

Srinivasa Ayyangar, J.— After the Officiating Chief 
Justice and myself delivered onr respactive judgments 
in these appeals Mr, T. V. Muthukrishna Ayyar on 
behalf of the respondents raised an important point with 
regard to the decretal order to be passed as the result 
of our findings. He contended that on a proper con
struction of section 98 of the Code of Civil Procedure 
the proper order to be passed is that both the appeals 
should be rejected and dismissed and the decision of the 
lower Court confirmed.

The suits from which these appeals have arisen have 
been for an account as against an agent and for payment 
to the plaintiff of what may be found due on the taking 
of such accounts. The view taken, by the lower Court 
with respect to various separate items of charges had to 
be canvassed and though I agreed mth the learned
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RA.7AR0PALA Officiating; Oliief Justico in respect of nearly all the 
matters, T took different view witli regard to a single

stjiiBAMMAi,. relating to tlie expenses in connexion with a

aty1kc!aê j. particular litigation.

The argument Avas that where an appeal is heard by 
a Bench of two jodges, unless both of them agree with 
regard to every point and the final order to be passed 
fiilher varying or reversing the decree, the decree of the 
lower Court should be confirmed, or in other wordSjthat 
though both the judges should agree to vary the decree 
in respect of most matters the mere fact that they are 
unable to ogr«e with regard, it may be, to a compara» 
timely trivial item, stilh effect shoald not be given, to 
their decision even in respect of niattera iu. which they 
are agreed.

The tirat observation that falls to be made with 
regard to such a contention is that it is thoroughly 
illogical and altogether unreasonable. But if, however, 
it should turn out that such is the result on a proper 
construction of the statutory provision in section 98, 
no doubt it cannot be helped and it must ultimately 
be left to the legislature to amend it so as to make it 
logical and reasonable. The question, therefore, is 
whether the construction contended for is the correct 
one. The learned vakil for the respondents has referred 
in support of his argument to the decision of the Full 
Bench of this Court in Manaoiliraman TldmmaVpad v. 
The Oulledor of the Nilgiris{l). We have carefully 
examined the same and if we should have come to the 
conclusion that there was in that case a decision with 
regard to che matter which can be regarded as binding 
on uB, we should in the view we have taken have felt 
compelled to refer the matter to the reconsideration of
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the Court constituted by a-larger number of iiidsfes. b̂ jagopala ̂ . . Kaihu
Though ill that case there is an expression of opinion„ 1 . 1 • C n SUBBiUiSlAl.by, at any rate, two or the learned judges in ravour or —
the view now contended for, we are unable to regard ArxANSAs, j. 
such opinion as a decision in the case. The Letters 
Patent ‘Appeal before the learned® judges in that case 
was dismissed on the ground that no appeal lay, and 
further with regard to the main matter in controversy 
there was an agreement arrived at and therefore the 
dicta of the two learned judges were entirely obiter.
There is no other reported case in Madras to which our 
attention had been called.

One other case that was cited by the learned vakil 
for the respondents and strongly relied upon was 
Punjab Ahhbamt and Press Go., Ltd. v. G. M. G. Ogilme{l).
There is no doubt that the construction now contended 
for, regarding section 98, Civil Procedure Code, found 
acceptance with the learned judges in that case. We 
cannot, however, regard it as binding on us.

The only other reported case that has been referred 
to in this connexion is Krishen Doyal v. Irshad Ali{^).
There is an expression of opinion by Mukbkjeb, J,; in his 
judgment in that case which is against the contention 
now put forward on behalf of the respondents. But 
beyond the mere expression of opinioa there is not, even 
by that learned Judge, any detailed examination or 
statement of the grounds. It follows therefore that; it 
is necessary for us to subject the terms of the section 
to a close and critical examination with regard to the 
argument advanced.

Apart from the proviso to section 98 there are two 
clauses. The first clause is

" Where an appeal is heard by a bench of two or more 
judgeSj the appeal shall be decided in aooordaiioe with the
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EijAGopAtA opinion ol: such judges or of the majority (if any) of suet 
judges ” ,

snBBtmtji. second clause is

AYXiKsTp!,'V. Wkere tliere is no sucli majority whicli coiicura in a
jfidgmeiit varying or reversing’ the decree appealed from  ̂ siicli 
decree shall be ooiifirn^ed

The tfiat strikes one readiag' botli the clauses
side by side is that the espressioa used in the first 
clause is ‘ ‘opinion ” and in tlie second clause the expres
sion is iudg'Hient The proTision in the first clause is 
to the effect that where two or more judges hear an 
appeal, the appeal should be decided in accordance with 
the opinion of such judges or of the majority, if anŷ  
of such judges. By contradistinction to majority ” in 
the latter part of the clause we must take it that the 
expression opinion of such judges ” has reference to 
unanimity of opinion. The word used in the clause is 

opinion ” and not ‘ ‘ judgment” because -when the 
Court is constituted by two or more judges, the opinions 
of the judges cannot always be the judgment of the 
Court. And the first clause therefore merely directs 
that the disposal of the appeal, that is to say, the elfeo- 
live judgment of the Oonit, shall be in accordance with 
the opinion of the judges or a majority of them when- 
eYer there is a majority. If there are only two judges, 
there is no question of majority or minority. Therefore 
it follows that when there are only two judges hearing 
the appeal, the disposal of the appeal should be in 
accordance with the opinion, of both the judges. That 
clearly means that the judgment of the Court in that 
case shall be in accordance with what both the judges 
may concur in and agree to. If both the judges do not 
arrive at the same opinion with regard to any one 
particular matter in appeal, it follows that the opinion 
of one or the other of them cannot properly be described
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as the ‘ ‘opinion of suoli judges and therefore the result Kajagopala 
would be that the judgment of the Court in such cases ®.

,  _ I T  , , ■ I • 1 SUBRAMMAr,.would not cover or compretiend any matters in which —-
each of the judges takes a different view, bat will co^er aS ngaM . 
and comprehend all matters in which there is an agree
ment of opinion. If there are three or more judges and 
the majority of the judges concur in certain opinions, 
then the decision should be according to such opinions.
If for instance there are four judges and in respect of 
some matters three of them agree and in respect of 
other matters they are divided equally, two holding one 
view and the other two taking another view, the appeal 
is directed to be decided according to the opinion of the 
majority of the judges in respect of matters with regard 
to which they concur. That seems to be the reason why 
the clause speaks of the decision of the appeal and only 
of the opinion of the judges.

The second clause provides for cases where there is 
no such majority. The expression majority ” in the 
second clause undoubtedly includes unanimity, and the 
clause states that where there is no such unanimity or 
majority which concurs in a judgment varying or 
reversing the decree appealed from, such decree shall be 
confirmed. The clause does not speak of or refer to the 
majority concurring in a judgment to confirm the lower 
Court’ s decision because according to the scheme of the 
clause that is the residuary result, if there should be no 
concurrence with regard to varying or reversing. The 
expression that is used in the second clause is judg
ment ” and not “  opinion ” because the section speaks 
of varying or reversing a decree and it has therefore to 
be a judgment of the Court and not merely the opinion 
of the judges.

Further the other word in the clause namely 
concur ” in the expression concur in a JudgmenLi;/’
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Eajagopau really indicates by reference \ o the terms of the previous 
clause I, that it is hj the concurrence in opinion that the
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S0BBAMMAI,. judgment of the Court results and thus therefore we 
AY7ANGAB, J. arrive at a concurrence in a judgment.

Having regard to the coi.text, the word “  judgment ” 
in this clause should be construed merely as referring to 
the final decision or in other words to the decretal portion.

The matter might also be tested in a slightly 
different manner. I have already referred to the fact 
that the expression “ majority ” must necessarily be 
regarded as including unanimity of opinion, H so, if 
two judges should agree that in respect of certain 
matters a decree appealed from should be varied or 
reversed, can it be said that there is no majority which 
concurs in a judgment varying or reversing ? No doubt 
if the use of the word “  judgment ” in the second clause 
in contradistinction to the opinion of the judges in 
the first clause, should be entirely ignored, then there 
might be some room for such a contention. If the 
expression “  majority”  in the second clause should be 
limited only to cases where there is a majority and 
therefore a dissenting majority, theii the rcdndio ad 
ahsurdem would be that even if three judges sit together 
and concur in a judgment varying or reversing a decree, 
the decree should only be confirmed because it is not a 
mere majority that is in favour of varying or reversing.

The only reasonable construction therefore, having 
regard to all the terms employed in both the clauses, is 

■ that if a bench of two judges should be of the same opinion 
with regard to varying or reversing a decree with 
respect to certain matters, there is such a concurrence 
in a judgment varying or reversing the decree appealed 
from and therefore the contingency does not arise 
whereon alone the decree appealed from should be 
confirmed in its entirety, The opimons of the judges



therefore being contained in tlie jndgmentR respeofcively bajagopaia
delivered hy them, the lud^ment or decision should be «.

■  ̂ 1 T n  SCBBAMMAX,regarded to be oonnned to and made to comprehend all —
matters with regard to which thej agree to .reverse or AxrÂ oAB, j.
modify the decree appealed from.

I find that) in an unreported casê  Appeal No. 223 of 
1920, my learned brother and Justice Y e n k a .tastjbba R ao 

have arrived, even though without any elaborate dis
cussion, at the same view and conclasion with regard to 
the contention now raised before us.

I have tlierefore the less hesitation in following the 
decision in that case. A decree will therefore be drawn 
up in these appeals varying the decree appealed from in 
the manner and to the extent both of us have agreed.

The preceding and subsequent portions of this 
judgment are not published as they deal with facts.'

N.E.
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Before Mr. Justice Wallace and Mr. Justice 
Srinivasa Ayi/angar.

THE M AD U RA, ETC., D B YASTH ANAM S (P l a in o t p s),
. OVdi

A pPELLANXSj -----------

THE M ADURA K U FIC IPA L COUNCTL (D efendant), 
R espondent.*

Madras District Municipalities Act (V  of 1920), s. 93 (1)— • 
Frofession tax —Demstanam funds, investme<)it of— Interest 
from investment —Devasthanarrij whether liable for profes
sion tax — Professional income, meaning of.

Section 93 (1) of the District Municipalities Act, 1920, deals 
ia its first parb with the class of persona to he taxed ; the latter

• Second Appeal No. 70S of 1935.


